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table arsenene nanoribbons opens
the door to electronic applications†

A. Garćıa-Fuente, *a J. Carrete, b A. Vegac and L. J. Gallego d

Arsenic has been predicted to present significantly more diverse 2D phases than other elemental

compounds like graphene. While practical applications must be based on finite arsenene samples, like

nanoribbons, theory has so far focused on the infinite sheet. Our ab initio simulations show the clear

contrast between the properties of arsenene nanoribbons and those of the monolayer, ranging from

phase stability to electronic structure. We include nanoribbons derived from the buckled, puckered and

square/octagon structures of bulk arsenene. The flexibility afforded by different parent structures, widths

and edge passivations leads to a rich variety of semiconducting structures with tunable gaps.
1 Introduction

Two-dimensional (2D) materials beyond graphene are attracting
growing attention (see, e.g., ref. 1 and references therein). Due
to the difficulties of nanoscale experimentation, theory oen
unveils promising candidates before they can be synthesized
and characterized. Silicene and germanene, for instance, were
rst theoretically investigated in free-standing form,2,3 their
existence only later being conrmed by means of substrate-
mediated epitaxial growth experiments.4–6

Applications of graphene, silicene and germanene2,3,7,8 as
channel and emission materials in (on/off) switching and light-
emitting devices run up against the problem of their zero band
gap. This has spurred research into chemical functionalization9

and related techniques, but also into alternative, semi-
conducting 2D materials. The successful fabrication of high-
performance eld-effect transistors using thin akes of black
phosphorene,10 specically, has attracted attention to group-V
candidates. Theoretical studies have shown the stability of
black and blue phosphorene with puckered and buckled
structures respectively,11,12 and provided an extensive account of
the electronic and mechanical properties of nitrogene, arsen-
ene, antimonene and bismuthene (see ref. 13 and references
therein) to complement the description of innite monolayers
of group-V 2D materials. Remarkably, those studies show that,
with the single exception of nitrogene (a wide-gap insulator), all
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tion (ESI) available. See DOI:
of them are semiconductors with buckled (b), puckered (p), or
square/octagon (s/o) structures, and fundamental band gaps
ranging from 3 to 0.15 eV, rendering them potentially suitable
for diverse applications in 2D electronics.

Despite these encouraging results, the topic is far from
closed. Some of us have recently shown14 that, due to phonon
contributions not included in previous studies, the relative
stability of the b, p and s/o proposed phases of arsenene13,15,16 is
both temperature dependent and clearly at odds with existing
predictions. This nding is crucial since accurate determina-
tion of the stable geometry of a nanostructure, in general, is
a prerequisite to precisely establishing its physico-chemical
properties. Similarly, those pioneering studies restricted
themselves to the innite monolayer of each 2D structure, but
real devices require specic nanostructures with particular
geometries. Although some theoretical studies on arsenene and
antimonene nanoribbons in the buckled form have been per-
formed,17 most efforts in this domain have concentrated on
phosphorene nanoribbons; for instance, Zhang et al.18 have
studied their electronic and transport properties for different
widths and edge congurations, predicting them to have very
high gures of merit at room temperature. Motivated by the
structural diversity of arsenenes, here we report an ab initio
density functional theoretic (DFT) study of the structures,
stability and electronic properties of arsenene nanoribbons
(AsNRs) including both phonons and edge effects. We show that
by conceptually cutting the three proposed stable structures of
2D arsenene indicated above (b, p and s/o) along different
directions we obtain a large variety of nanostructures with
electronic properties of interest. In particular, the band gaps of
AsNRs can be tuned within a wide range by selecting the 2D
parent structure, the cutting direction, and the ribbon width.
Moreover, the relative stability of the b, p, and s/o AsNRs does
not simply follow that of the bulk 2D phases. Hence, although
only supported, multilayer AsNRs have already been
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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synthesized,19 our results point to the interest of analyzing the
potential uses of these nanostructures.

Our calculations were performed using VASP20,21 and the
Phonopy package.22 Details of the method can be found in the
ESI.†
Fig. 1 Top and front views of the relaxed structures of illustrative non-
passivated and hydrogen-passivated AsNRs.

Fig. 2 Bond-length distributions of the passivated and non-passivated
AsNRs shown in Fig. 1.
2 Results and discussion

Our starting point are the geometric and electronic structures of
the innitely extended b, p and s/o arsenene sheets, as obtained
by DFT calculations. In ref. 14 some of us performed optimi-
zations of these structures within the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
(PBE) form of the GGA,23 and the results are reproduced in ESI
Fig. 1.† To complete the information, we now computed their
electronic band structures using both PBE and the hybrid
functional HSE06.24–27 Our results, shown in ESI Fig. 2,† are in
good agreement with those reported by Ciraci and
coworkers.13,28 The effect of the HSE correction essentially
amounts to a rigid displacement of all bands away from the
center of the gap. Therefore the fundamental band gaps are
substantially increased, as can be seen in ESI Table 1.†

By conceptually cutting nanometer-scale-width strips out of
the b, p and s/o arsenene structures along the directions indi-
cated in ESI Fig. 1,† we obtained nanoribbons that share their
basic geometries with their 2D precursors and have edges of
different shapes. Specically, we obtained zigzag and armchair
buckled arsenene nanoribbons (zz-b-AsNRs and ac-b-AsNRs),
zigzag and armchair puckered arsenene nanoribbons (zz-p-
AsNRs and ac-p-AsNRs), and “toothy” and armchair square-
octagon arsenene nanoribbons (t-s/o-AsNRs and ac-s/o-
AsNRs). We considered ribbon widths ranging from 5 to 30 Å,
both with free edge atoms and with hydrogen passivation along
the edges – a common practice to stabilize nanoribbons.
Hydrogen-passivated arsenene nanoribbons will be denoted as
H-zz-b-AsNRs and so on and so forth. Fig. 1 shows the relaxed
structures of an illustrative sample of AsNRs with similar widths
of around 15 Å, and Fig. 2 shows their bond-length distribu-
tions. The upper panels of Fig. 3 shows the cohesive energies
per atom of all the nanoribbons investigated in this paper.
Those are calculated as

Ec ¼
nAsEðAsÞ þ nH

2
EðH2Þ � EðAsNRÞ
nAs

; (1)

where E(As), E(H2) and E(AsNR) are the total DFT energies of an
As atom, an H2 molecule and the AsNR unit cell, and nAs and nH
are the number of As and H atoms in the unit cell. In general,
nanoribbons without edge passivation undergo edge recon-
structions, an effect that disappears when the edges are
passivated by hydrogen atoms. In fact, hydrogen passivation
generally stabilizes the nanoribbons, introducing an energetic
ordering equal to that of the 2D precursors (Fig. 3, upper
panels). The only exceptions occur for the two narrowest t-s/o-
AsNRs, which are more stable than the corresponding H-t-s/o-
AsNRs. This particularly interesting class of AsNRs experi-
ments a dramatic reconstruction upon relaxation, adopting
a structure that can be described as a sequence of nanowires
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
with little interaction between them. This can explain why their
cohesive energy per atom is largely independent of width. We
note that these nanowires are formed by apical-bounded
rhombohedral units in which, in addition to the rhomboid-
forming As–As bonds, there is a transannular As–As bond.
Thus, each As atom of each nanowire is coordinated to three
neighboring atoms of the same wire, saturating their valence
electrons. In Fig. 4 we show the electronic charge density
difference between a t-s/o-AsNR and the array of parallel,
noninteracting As nanowires that can be taken as its building
blocks. The results point to an electronic bond being formed
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 11818–11823 | 11819



Fig. 3 Upper panels: cohesive energies per atom, Ec, of the non-
passivated and hydrogen-passivated AsNRs as functions of their
widths; the dashed lines correspond to the cohesive energies for the
periodic, infinitely extended, p, b and s/o arsenene sheets. Lower
panels: direct band gaps of the non-passivated and hydrogen-
passivated AsNRs as functions of their widths, calculated with HSE; the
dashed lines correspond to the direct band gaps for the periodic,
infinitely extended, p, b and s/o arsenene sheets.

Fig. 4 Electronic charge density difference between a t-s/o-AsNR and
isolated t-s/o-nanowires. Positive values of the density difference are
shown in red, and negative values are shown in blue.
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between the closest As atoms belonging to neighboring
nanowires.

In order to see if the peculiar reconstruction of the t-s/o-
AsNRs disappears when the ribbon width is larger than a crit-
ical value, we performed calculations on a periodic 2D
arrangement of nanowires such as would be obtained if the
whole innite sheet experienced this “lateral dimerization”. The
results show that the structure formed by nanowires is also
stable in the innite case, with a cohesive energy of 2.844 eV per
atom that is not far from the value we had obtained for the
nanoribbons (2.842 eV per atom). Note that the innite sheet,
with 2.86 eV per atom, is more stable also in this case, but both
could very well be observed given that the difference is lower
than the room-temperature value of kBT, where kB is the Boltz-
mann constant. Which structure actually appears under specic
conditions will depend on the details of the attraction basin of
11820 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 11818–11823
each minimum. In conclusion, no crossover width exists for the
phenomenon.

We calculated the band structures of all the AsNRs consid-
ered in this paper using both PBE and HSE, and the upper
panels of Fig. 5 show the results for the nanoribbons repre-
sented in Fig. 1. In the lower panels of Fig. 3 we display the
corresponding energy gaps as a function of their widths, ob-
tained using the HSE functional (PBE results are given in the
ESI†). Due to the edge reconstruction, the variation of the gap in
non-passivated AsNRs is rather irregular. The most striking
examples are provided by zz-b-AsNRs and zz-p-AsNRs, which are
metallic rather than semiconducting (see Fig. 5, upper panels).
The exceptions are, again, the t-s/o-AsNRs, whose particular
geometry leads to a regular decrease of the band gap with width.
On the other hand, the electronic behavior of the hydrogen-
passivated AsNRs is much more regular (upper panels of
Fig. 5 and lower right panel of Fig. 3), as a consequence of their
general stability. Those nanoribbons are all semiconductors,
with band gaps that increase when the widths decrease as
a manifestation of connement effects. The largest band gaps
occur for H-ac-s/o-AsNRs and H-ac-b-AsNRs and the smaller
ones for H-ac-p-AsNRs. Widths around 30 Å are enough to
recover the band gap of the innite 2D precursors. Additional
information on the electronic properties of the AsNRs (speci-
cally, the room temperature carrier densities and mobilities,
and the electronic transmittances) is given in the ESI,†
corroborating the electronic character already inferred from the
energy band structures shown in Fig. 5.

It should be noted that some of the results presented above
for zz-p-AsNRs and ac-p-AsNRs are qualitatively similar to those
obtained by Zhang et al.18 for zigzag and armchair puckered (or
black) phosphorene nanoribbons (zz-p-PNRs and ac-p-PNRs)
using the PBE form of the GGA. In particular, they found that
zz-p-PNRs are metallic, while ac-p-PNRs are semiconducting.
However, aer hydrogen passivation of the edge atoms zz-p-
PNRs become semiconducting, while ac-p-PNRs exhibit larger
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 5 Upper panels: energy band structures for the AsNRs shown in
Fig. 1, as calculated with PBE (continuous red lines) and HSE (dashed
blue lines); the Fermi energy, EF, is set to zero. Lower panels: low-
frequency region of the phonon band structures of the same AsNRs;
the only tick on each horizontal axis signals the first reciprocal-space
point commensurate with the supercell used in the DFT calculations.
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band gaps than their pristine counterparts. On the other hand,
recent PBE/GGA studies on zigzag and armchair buckled (or
blue) phosphorene nanoribbons (zz-b-PNRs and ac-b-AsNRs)
have shown that, in pristine form, ultra-narrow zz-b-PNRs are
metallic, while ac-b-PNRs exhibit an oscillating behavior of the
electronic band gap; aer edge passivation with hydrogen
atoms, the band gaps of both kinds of ribbons become large.29

A key question is now whether the AsNRs can possibly be
synthesized. Mechanical stability is a necessary but non-
sufficient requirement, which we assessed by checking if the
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
phonon spectra of the AsNRs contain any imaginary frequen-
cies. However, the use of periodic boundary conditions in DFT
calculations leads to slight violations of the isotropy of free
space that introduce artifacts in the phonon dispersions near
theG point.30Hence, small imaginary frequencies of the exural
branches between G and the rst reciprocal-space point
commensurate with the supercell are not necessarily indicative
of instability. We therefore allowed for imaginary frequencies
with an absolute value up to 0.25 THz.

The phonon spectra of non-passivated AsNRs have
a maximum frequency of around 8 THz, compatible with the
value for the bulk 2D phases.14 Passivation with hydrogen
introduces new vibrational modes; specically, all H-AsNRs
spectra studied have two narrow bands centered around 18
THz and 60 THz, originating from sets of very at phonon
bands. Analysis of the projected densities of vibrational states
reveals that such modes are almost completely localized on the
hydrogen atoms: the higher-frequency band involves stretching
of the As–H bonds while the band around 18 THz corresponds
to rotations of the H atoms around their neighboring As. The
localized character of those modes is due to the very large
difference in mass between the two chemical species, and
similar partitions of the phonon spectrum have been observed
in other 2D systems containing hydrogen, like germanane.31

Since those phonon branches are clearly separated from the
lowest-frequency bundle, we focus our attention on the ranges
of frequencies below 8 THz to enable easier comparisons
between hydrogenated and non-hydrogenated ribbons. The
lower panels of Fig. 5 show the phonon spectra of the nano-
ribbons depicted in Fig. 1 in this frequency range; following the
usual convention, imaginary frequencies are plotted as negative
values. All of these nanoribbons are mechanically stable except
for the zz-b-AsNR, which is clearly unstable with respect to
symmetric and antisymmetric longitudinal displacements of its
edge atoms.

Some ner features of the phonon spectra of most
mechanically stable AsNRs are also strongly reminiscent of their
parent structures: all of them have a noticeable gap between two
dense bundles of branches (f ( 4 THz and f T 6 THz), with
a narrow band inside that gap in the case of s/o-AsNRs just like
in bulk s/o arsenene.14 Differences due to connement and
reconstruction are, however, important: e.g., as expected in any
system with one-dimensional periodicity, the number of
acoustic modes in the AsNRs is four instead of three, and two of
them have parabolic dispersions for one in the bulk 2D phase.
The spectra are generally less bulk-like (e.g. with a less clearly
dened gap) in non-passivated AsNRs. This points to the rele-
vance of the very reactive edges and the more extensive recon-
struction in those cases. Perhaps the most unique among the
spectra is that of the t-s/o-AsNR, with its particular reconstruc-
tion in weakly interacting nanowires and the corresponding
sharp decrease in the number of nondegenerate phonon
branches.

The next step in our assessment of stability, with a special
focus on passivated vs. non-passivated comparisons, involves
adding in the effect of atomic vibrations to the energetic anal-
ysis. As illustrated in ref. 14, this can change the conclusions
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 11818–11823 | 11821
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even at 0 K, and lead to crossovers at nite temperature. Let us
consider two generic nanoribbons of types I and II. Each unit
cell of type I (II) contains nIAs (nIIAs) arsenic atoms and
nIH (nIIH) hydrogen atoms, so the following process is balanced:

nIIAsAsNRI þ nIAsn
II
H

2
H25nIAsAsNRII þ nIIAsn

I
H

2
H2: (2)

To study its free-energy balance, we took into account the
translational and vibrational contributions for the H2molecules
in the gas phase (modeled as an ideal gas) and the vibrational
contribution for the nanoribbons. Under this approximation, it
is thermodynamically favorable for the process to evolve
towards the side of the AsNR with the higher value of the
following free energy per As atom:

DF ¼ nH

2nAs

�
EðH2Þ þ FvibðH2Þ þ kBT

�
log

�
p

nQkBT

�
� 1

��

� 1

nAs

½EðAsNRÞ þ FvibðAsNRÞ�: (3)

Here, Fvib(H2) and Fvib(AsNR) are the vibrational contributions
to the free energy of an H2 molecule and the AsNR, respectively,
calculated using the same harmonic expressions as in ref. 14.
The pressure-related term accounts for the translational
contribution to the free energy of a H2 molecule. A pressure of p
¼ 1 atm is assumed, and nQ is calculated from the molecular
mass (m) of H2 as

nQ ¼
�
mkBT

2pħ2

�3
2

: (4)

From the plots of that free energy, similar for all the ribbon
widths considered (Fig. 6), it can be seen that the H-passivated
and non-passivated ac-s/o-AsNRs are the least stable phases in
their corresponding categories at any temperature. This is in
dramatic contrast with the case of the bulk, where the s/o
structure is the most stable at high temperatures,14 and shows
that the vibrational contribution to the free energy is far less
decisive in nanoribbons. The most stable phase among non-
Fig. 6 Free energy per arsenic atom of the passivated and non-
passivated AsNRs shown in Fig. 1 as a function of temperature, as
defined in the text.
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passivated AsNRs is the ac-b-AsNR except at very high temper-
ature, where the t-s/o-AsNR becomes more favorable; in the H-
passivated case, the H-zz-b-AsNR dominates in the whole
temperature range. Perhaps even more interesting is the
comparison among all phases, with or without hydrogen. Edge
passivation has a strong stabilizing effect at low temperatures,
but even for the phases with higher DF this effect can be over-
come by increasing T due to the contribution from the high-
frequency vibrational modes of the H-passivated ribbons once
they become signicantly thermally activated. A notable
exception to this general explanation is, once more, the t-s/o-
AsNR, which is more stable in the non-passivated version
even at vanishing temperature thanks to its very special
reconstruction.

3 Conclusions

To sum up, our results show that many of the AsNRs considered
here are wide-bandgap semiconductors, i.e., have gaps in the 2–
4 eV range. Therefore, they are good candidates for the design of
new semiconductor devices able to operate at much higher
voltages, frequencies and temperatures than conventional
semiconductors like Si. In particular, all t-s/o-AsNRs have band
gaps around 3 eV, the highest among all the non-passivated
ribbons; most ac-b-AsNRs have band gaps between 2 and
2.5 eV; and all H-t-s/o-AsNRs, H-ac-b-AsNRs, H-zz-b-AsNRs and
H-ac-s/o-AsNRs, as well as the thinnest H-zz-p-AsNRs and H-ac-
p-AsNRs, fall within the 2–4 eV band gap range. Non-passivated
ribbons (t-s/o-AsNRs and ac-b-AsNRs, also the most stable
according to free-energy calculations) are more relevant at high
T, since the stabilization due to edge passivation is overcome by
thermal activation of vibrational modes involving the H atoms.
Besides, when deposited on an inert substrate to build an
electronic device, edge passivation by means of H is not
commonly sought. In that regard, it is worth noting that the
stability of these nanostructures can be further enhanced when
grown on appropriate substrates. With an eye put on minia-
turization and low-dimensionality, t-s/o-AsNRs deserve partic-
ular attention. Our results show that they can be seen as an
array of weakly interacting nanowires, a fact that points to the
possibility of reaching the thinnest stable nanoribbon so far.
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